
Spanish Production Entity DeLuX Media partners with 
American Production Entity A Bigger Boat, adds former 
MGM President of Domestic Television John Bryan to its’ 
growing rank of industry professionals.

LOS ANGELES, CA NOVEMBER 15TH, 2022

Former MGM President of Domestic Television John Bryan has joined 
PsychoDeLuX Media (DeLuX) alongside Los Angeles based production company A 
Bigger Boat (ABB) to represent Domestic sales for the newly forged Co-Production 
partnership between DeLuX !s and ABB”s film and TV slate consisting of four 
feature films and a dark comedy TV series “The Shaman From Wisconsin”.

“What I really like about this unique partnership is the vast amount of experience
we all bring to the table. Their technology expertise intrigues me as well. TV and 
Film continue to evolve at a rapid pace as we are seeing every day. I can see new 
immersive AR/VR entertainment on the horizon adding value.” stated John Bryan.

“I couldn’t”t be more excited to be working with great friends and colleagues in 
Spain and adding John Bryan is key. I believe with the increasing popularity and 
government support Mallorca offers an amazing opportunity to build a thriving film 
and tv industry, one that will be envied worldwide” stated the head of Production at 
DeLuX John Schneider (Hitchcock, zero zero zero)”

All projects are to be filmed in Spain with two features to begin pre-production in 
January 2023.

“I have made Spain my home now for the last 5-years and have witnessed the  
evolution of its film and TV sector, it is not only incredibly diverse and beautiful 
but quickly will become the #Hollywood of Europe” stated Joe Q. Bretz, one of the 
managing partners of DeLuX.



March 2021 Spain announced a public investment of 1.6 billion euros through 
2025, Spain’s Audio Visual` Hub has been working on four key areas: attracting 
foreign investments and shoots; improving financial and tax instruments; training 
talent, with a special focus on women; and implementing regulatory reforms and 
eliminating administrative barriers.

*Source:  
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/business-news/spain-film-industry-
postpandemic-recovery-1235251987/

About PsychoDelux Media

PsychoDelux Media is a media company focusing on Film, Television and  
multimedia development, production and its ancillary activities production services 
and alternative distribution. As the entertainment industry evolves in Spain, 
Europe and worldwide, Psycodelux is poised to capture all its aspects from genres, 
immersive with mindful budget levels for both theatrical and streaming in Film and 
Television.

https://qz.com/2178306/netflix-leans-into-itshorror-success-to-compete-in-streaming/

Made up of a diverse team whose projects have reached sales in the billions. 
PsychoDeluX founders Joe Q Bretz and Brent Whitney have assembled Cory Neal, 
John Schneider, Peter Block, Markos Keyto, Lisa Charlott, Jorge Aleix and John 
Bryan to be its partners and consultants for their inaugural slate of projects.

Making its home on the island of Mallorca Spain, the company plans to build a fully
functional production facility that will enable it to do onsite development of original 
tv / film / gamification programming - from script development to production and
postproduction, PsychoDeluX will be poised to capture the burgeoning entertainment 
industry coming to Spain with its new government investment and tax incentives
into the Billions of Euros. 
More about PSYCHODELUX can be found https://psychodelux.media/
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About A Bigger Boat

Los Angeles based Production Company A Bigger Boat has produced more than a 
dozen films over the past decade. The most recent release, #Summering”, premiered 
at the 2022 Sundance Film Festival and was released by Bleecker Street in 
August 2022 and is being distributed internationally by Sony Pictures Worldwide. 
The company is currently in postproduction on a feature for Universal Pictures 
International and another for Sony Pictures Worldwide.

Past A Bigger Boat productions include THE SHED (one of the top-5 most viewed 
films on the horror service Shudder), the thrillers HOUSE AT THE END OF THE
STREET (Jennifer Lawrence) and GALLOW’S HILL (a/k/a THE DAMNED), the NBC
Television Series “Fear Itself”, John Carpenter’s THE WARD, featuring Amber 
Heard and Jared Harris, and the company previously acquired and released the
acclaimed THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ALICE CREED. A Bigger Boat”s first theatrical
production, FROZEN, was an official selection of the Sundance Film Festival.

About John Bryan

John Bryan was most recently President of Domestic Television and Distribution 
at MGM and founded John Bryan and Associates upon leaving the studio after 12 
years. There he has been serving the needs of traditional broadcast and digital 
platforms for maximizing growth and audience attraction and retention. In addition, 
Bryan spent 17 years at Buena Vista Television in the role of EVP of Sales. Prior to 
that, he was an executive at MTM Enterprises where he was involved in launching 
such shows as “Remington Steele” and “St. Elsewhere.” He also worked at Warner 
Bros. Television launching various syndicated shows such as “The Dukes of Hazzard.” 
He is a pioneer executive in digital-multi cast networks with a keen eye on the 
expansion of content on numerous platforms globally.


